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Presents over 300 all-new nonfiction booktalks for children K-8 in the same enthusiastic tone as the first two successful
books.
????????
Traditional Chinese edition of the 1967 Newbery Honor book The Black Pearl by Scott O'Dell. It's a story of Ramon
whose family deals with the black pearls off the coast of Baja California-Mexico. Being a partner with his father at the age
of 16 is just out of this world. But little did Ramon know, this partnership also taught him about what makes a man. In
Traditional Chinese. Annotation copyright Tsai Fong Books, Inc. Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
Illustrations and text portray the life of Leonardo da Vinci, who gained fame as an artist through such works as the Mona
Lisa, and as a scientist by studying various subjects including human anatomy and flight.
Studie van de verwijzingen naar beeldende kunst in het werk van de Russisch-Amerikaanse schrijver (1899-1977).
???????????????????, ?????????????????.
Art in Story focuses on art of the ancient world, of the East and Africa, of the Middle Ages, and the Renaissance.
???????????? ?????2018????? ????????? ?????????????????????????????????? ?????????????????????????????720
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??????????????????????……?????????????????????……??????? ——???????? ?????????????????????????
——???????Adam Grant???????????????????????????????Originals?
??????????????????????????????????……???????????????????????……?????????????????????? ——??????? ?????
?……??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????——?????????????????????????????
????????????????……?????????????????????????? ——??????
??????????????????????????????????????????????……??????????????????????????????? ——??????
???????……????????????????????????????????????? ——???????
????……???????????????????????????????……???????????? ——??????????? ????????????? ——???????????
?????????????????……????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ——?????
??? ???? (??)?
A biography of the notable Italian Renaissance artist, scientist, and inventor.
A chance discovery at a distinguished London map fair in 2012 by a Belgian globe collector produced the most unique of
finds: a distinct globe with mysterious images, such as old ships, sailors, a volcano, a hybrid monster, pentimenti, waving
patterns, conic individualised mountains, curving rivers, vigorous coastal lines, chiaroscuro and an unresolved triangular
anagram, which remains an enigma. The globe is hand-engraved in great detail on ostrich egg shells from Pavia by a lefthanded Renaissance genius of unquestionable quality. It shows secret knowledge of the map world from the time of
Columbus, Cabral, Amerigo Vespucci and Leonardo da Vinci. Central and North America are covered by a vast ocean.
The da Vinci globe originates from Florence and dates from 1504. It marks the first time ever that the names of countries
such as Brazil, Germania, Arabia and Judea have appeared on a globe. A Leonardo drawing for this globe, showing the
coast of the New World and Africa has been discovered in the British Library. This book brings the reader through a
fabulous journey of scholars, maps, riddles, rebuses, iconographic symbols and enigmatic phrases such as HIC SVNT
DRACONES to illuminate the da Vinci globe. It details 500 years of mystery, fine scholarship and expert forensic testing
at numerous material science laboratories the world over. The da Vinci globe now takes its rightful place, surpassing the
Lenox globe, its copper-cast identical twin, as the most mysterious globe of our time. As such, this monograph is an
essential text in Leonardo studies and in the history of cartography.
Keep children on the edge of their seats with this guide to captivating read-alouds for grades K through 6. Tips on presentation
and references to related titles help you plan effective programs and instill a love of books and reading.
Simplified Chinese translation of Thing Explainer: Complicated Stuff in Simple Words by Randall Munroe.
Simplified Chinese edition of Because of the Rabbit
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Reinforced by teachers' experiences in actual classrooms, this book provides a wealth of ideas for projects, readings, and
response-based activities that will engage all learners in the joy of reading and responding to literature. It blends an appreciation of
children's books across all genres with an emphasis on meaningful instructional strategies for literacy programs. Coverage of
multicultural/international literature helps illustrate the universality of themes in children's literature--providing a basis for
establishing a library of literature that expresses the totality of children's experiences and speaks to children from all cultures and
backgrounds. Coverage is based on Louise Rosenblatt's transactional theory of reader response, and organized around five main
"celebrations" that the author uses as a framework for uniting the findings of reader-response theory with quality children's
literature and exemplary reflective, literature-based practice. Includes expanded coverage on multicultural/international
literature--including numerous examples of children's literature written and published in other countries. Includes extensive
coverage of reader responses to literature--oral and written responses, as well as those made through the visual arts. For teachers
of Children's Literature. Introduces future teaches to the full range of children's responses to literature--encourages the use of a
variety of strategies to elicit authentic, heartfelt, meaningful responses from pupils. An appendix on children's literature awards.
Highlights exemplary children's literature across all genres--focuses students' attention on established standards and offers
guidance for choosing literature that meets such standards. CONTENTS I. CELEBRATING LITERATURE, RESPONSE, AND
TEACHING. 1. Literature, Teaching, and Reader Response: Balancing Books and Readers in the Classroom. 2. Reader
Response to Literature: From Rosenblatt's Theory to Research to Classroom Practice. II. CELEBRATING LITERATURE AND
LITERARY GENRES. 3. The Art of the Picture Book: The Balance of Text and Illustration. 4. Traditional Tales and Modern
Fantasy: The Domain of Imagination. 5. Poetry: The Power and Pleasure of Language. 6. Realistic and Historical Fiction: The
Boundary of Reality. 7. Nonfiction: The Realm of Biography and Informational Books. 8. Multicultural and International Literature:
Appreciating Cultural and Global Diversity. III. CELEBRATING RESPONSE CONNECTIONS TO LITERATURE. 9. Talking About
Books: From Oral Response to Literature Circles. 10. Literature Response Journals: Written Reflections during Reading. 11.
Literature as a Model for Writing: Apprenticing the Author's Craft. 12. Drama, Art, and Music: Expressive Arts as Response. 13.
Response to Nonfiction: Blending Efferent and Aesthetic Response. IV. CELEBRATING INTERTEXTUAL AND
INTERDISCIPLINARY CONNECTIONS. 14. Interdisciplinary and Intertextual Connections: Response through Literature Clusters,
Theme Explorations, and Twin Texts. V. CELEBRATING RESPONSE GROWTH THROUGH ASSESSMENT. 15. Documenting
Response to Literature: Authentic Perspectives. Appendix A: Children's Book Awards and Recognition. Appendix B: Professional
Resources. Appendix C: Children's Literature and Technology. (c) 2004, 448 pp., Paper 0-13-110902-2 1090O-6 SE0306:
Children's Literature / Methods HE0415: Children's Literature Course Guide Page SUPPLEMENTS Generic Supplements ESOL
Strategies for Teaching Content: Facilitating Instruction for English Language Learners (0-13-090845-2) The Portfolio Planner:
Making Professional Portfolios Work For You (0-13-081314-1) Positive Behavioral Supports: Five Plans for Teachers
(0-13-042187-1) Surviving Your First Year of Teaching: Guidelines for Success (0-13-032573-2) OTHER TITLES OF INTEREST
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Jacobs/Tunnell, "Children's Literature, Briefly, 3/E, " 2004 (0-13-049924-2) Norton/Norton, "Through the Eyes of a Child: An
Introduction to Children's Literature, 6/E, " 2003 (0-13-042207-X) Hillman, "Discovering Children's Literature, 3/E, " 2003
(0-13-042332-7) Darigan/Tunnell/Jacobs, "Children's Literature: Engaging Teachers and Children in Good Books, " 2002
(0-13-081355-9) Jacobs/Tunnell/Darigan, "Children's Literature Database, A Resource for Teachers, Parents and Media
Specialists, 2/E, " 2002 (0-13-094618-4) Ertmer, "Education on the Internet: 2002-2003 update, " 2003 (0-13-1126385)
Also available as the second book in a five volume set (ISBN#0815329334)

Traditional Chinese edition of The Marvels by Brian Selznick, the Caldecott Medal-winning creator of The Invention of
Hugo Cabret and Wonderstruck.
Both Leonardo di Vinci, on his deathbed in 1519, and R-, a historian in the twentieth century, ponder the reasons the
artist abandoned work on his enormous statue of a horse in Milan
???????????,????????????????????????
Before his death at the age of twenty-seven, Jean-Michel Basquiat completed nearly 2,000 works. These unique
compositions—collages of text and gestural painting across a variety of media—quickly made Basquiat one of the most
important and widely known artists of the 1980s. Reading Basquiat provides a new approach to understanding the range
and impact of this artist’s practice, as well as its complex relationship to several key artistic and ideological debates of
the late twentieth century, including the instability of identity, the role of appropriation, and the boundaries of
expressionism. Jordana Moore Saggese argues that Basquiat, once known as “the black Picasso,” probes not only the
boundaries of blackness but also the boundaries of American art. Weaving together the artist’s interests in painting,
writing, and music, this groundbreaking book expands the parameters of aesthetic discourse to consider the parallels
Basquiat found among these disciplines in his exploration of the production of meaning. Most important, Reading
Basquiat traces the ways in which Basquiat constructed large parts of his identity—as a black man, as a musician, as a
painter, and as a writer—via the manipulation of texts in his own library.
CHI edition of two time Caldecott winner Chris van Allsburg's classic Two Bad Ants. Allsburg paints the dangerous
adventure of two errand ants who navigate around the familiar appliances in the house. But the fact they are safe at the
end of the story give children, who took the adventure with the ants, a sigh of relief. In CHI. Distributed by Tsai Fong
Books, Inc.
???? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
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Finding the best books for young readers with special needs is easier with the help of this authoritative guide.
Recommended titles include picture books, chapter books, short novels, and poetry for children and young adults, each
with a description, reading level, and learning activities. It is the ideal book for anyone seeking help in the selection and
use of good books to foster literacy development and to promote enthusiasm for and a love of reading.
Artist and scientist, draughtsman and inventor, these were the varied occupations of Leonardo. Carlo Pedretti
concentrates on the paintings and drawings and tackles the problem of their complexity by tracing chronologically a
number of the themes that run through Leonardo's work.--[book jacket].
International journal of contemporary visual artists.
Investigations into the "realities" of staging dramatic performances, of a variety of kinds, in the middle ages.
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